Source
“Is it Better to Buy or Rent?”. The New York Times. 4 April 2010.
<http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/business/buy-rent-calculator.html>
Audience and Purpose
With the recent economic downturn and falling housing prices more so than ever have people had to
consider the dilemma of renting or buying their residency. In a recent article, Gallup found American’s
feel now is a good time to buy due to low interest rates in accordance with stumbling housing prices.
But even with these two factors encouraging home buying, buyers are found strapped for cash due to
the recession which hit the United States then compounded with the uncertainty of when the economy
will turn around hamper individual’s will to commit large sums of money to a mortgage. Even with the
recent uptick in the economy home builders are still pessimistic that about the increase in immediate
housing sales (The Wall Street Journal.)
In an attempt to help solve the issue of rent vs. buying the New York Times introduced an interactive,
Flash graph where both potential and current homeowners along with renters can receive an
approximation of what may be best for them. By allowing users to provide their own: rent, home price,
down payment percentage, mortgage rate and annual property taxes among other less common
variables this graph can cater directly to the user.
Analysis
Users are given a basic area graph with each axis arranged numerically. Along the Y-Axis the positive
numbers represent home owner savings while the negative numbers represent rent savings. The graph
measures total savings, by totaling the cost of rent and the cost of home owning over N years then
taking the difference thus eliminating the need for a compounded layer graph which may make the
results difficult to read.
By allowing the user to control all the variables means the graph can never be truly out of date. This is
also supported by the X-axis which is label as “years from now” opposed to static years: like 2009, 2010,
etc. The animations provide a unique feel allowing the user to feel as if something is being
accomplished. As the user hovers over a year on the X-Axis the graph displays: how many years after
now, the average annual savings and if renting or buying would be more suitable. If the user clicks along
the X-axis they can obtain more detailed information for the specific year from now for both buying and
renting. The application features many moving parts which change as the user updates variables
including the graph itself as well as the year-by-year analysis which includes: if renting or buying is
better, the total saving over N years, as well as the average saving per year.
To address user limitations as well as limit the complexity (Kosslyn 19) the graph only introduces the
perceived most common variables: rent, home price, down payment percentage, mortgage rate and
annual property taxes, more uncommon variables like condo fees are located under the “Advanced
Settings” button. The graph also includes definitions of specific terms which may be unknown to the
user allowing the user to simply read opposed to being forced to recall what certain terms alleviating
some potential errors or miscalculations that may have occurred by submitting incorrect numbers in the
incorrect area.
Graph Choice
The New York Times chose an area graph which allows for shading between the median line to end of

the arch allowing the user to easily follow the trend of both owning and renting. Also, while the graph
intends to show comparison between if renter or owning is better, a direct comparison of each cost is
not needed because the graph uses the difference between the renting and owning total cost. One
issue with this graph is in order to show the rent savings, the graph creates a negative curve even those
the curve stands for a positive number, money saved undermining conventional thinking (Kosslyn 16).
X-Axis
The designer follows conventional thinking with the numbers starting out small on the left then
increasing as the X-Axis move right with each year evenly spaced indicated each year is weighted the
same (Kosslyn 16).
Y-Axis
The axis exhibits conventional thinking with the median line representing 0 with the numbers above the
line being positive while the numbers below are negative (Kosslyn 16). Naturally, this wouldn’t be much
of an issue but the top numbers represent home owners savings, while the bottom numbers represent
renters savings both positive numbers. The negative numbers associated with the renters saving may be
confusing to some users due to negative dollars are conventionally associated with a loss of money
(Kosslyn 16). Though unconventional, renumbering the bottom as positive may lead to less potential
user confusion. The use of the under-median as a positive number requires users to rethink their
natural thought process of more is more (Kosslyn 15). When looking at the renters curve the furthest
point below the median is the most savings as a renter not the most loss which may be initially assumed.
Color
The color choices seem arbitrary but are unique enough to differentiate between the two. Both provide
good contrast to the background as well as from each other making them easy to recognize them as
different.
Legend
Located appropriately at the top of the page following normal conventions (Kosslyn 16) along with the
correct associated colors.
Sliders
Located at the top of the graph are two sliders which control annual home price change and annual rent
increase or decrease. Each label uses a different phrase even though the only change is in the type of
ownership. For continuity, they should be labeled in the same fashion, for example: annual home price
increase or decrease and annual rent increase or decrease. The wording itself isn’t the issue but just the
lack of the same wording. Outside of the labeling, the sliders provide a different experience for users
not requiring or allowing a percentage to be input via the keyboard which may be an issue to some, but
the fluidity of the slider allows the user to easily find the exact percentage without much hassle.
Animation
On changes to any potential variables the graph adapts to the new calculations moving up if buying is
better or down if renting is better. The real-time adaption gives a unique feel while crunching numbers
and is a suitable addition that does not hamper the graph in any manner.

Conclusion
The graph is both sophisticated and easy to use without many flaws. Overall the entire application is
well designed exhibiting a good use of grouping using both a color mechanism as well as lines to create
boxes to show information belongs in the same group (Kosslyn 11-12). These areas also showed good
continuity informing the user they are alike. Also displayed was a good use of contrast by bolding
headings as well as important information like the numbers displayed in the “year-by-year” analysis
located on the left side of the graph. Any information that was related was in good proximity of each
other while also providing good spacing to display what is different. The real-time changes made to
calculated information is a fantastic addition as updated information is provided to the user without the
need of an additional action. For as complex the graph is the limited issues are impressive.

Screen 1: Data entered to support housing is better overall both short-term and long-term. 23 years
after now is shown in the analysis below the graph.

Screen 2: Data entered to support renting is better both short-term and long-term. 12 on the X-Axis is
hovered over to show average annual savings. 12 years after is shown in the analysis below the
graph.

Screen 3: Advanced Settings button clicked to show advanced input options, if a user has additional
data to be input
.

Screen 4: Displays definition terms that always appear below the additional data.
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